
only for Counts conducted in Canada in June-July; 
and the name 16th of Sept. Count will be used only for 
Counts conducted in Mexico from Aug. 16 through 
Oct. 15.  Counts outside these time periods will be 
called NABA Seasonal Butterfly Counts.  This is 
simply a nomenclatural change.  

This change will restore the term “4th of July 
Count” to its original focus.  Why was the lack of 
focus becoming a problem?  

Here is some background information. In 1975, 
the original 27 Fourth of July Counts were all held 
between June 29 and July 12, with 11 actually on 
July 4th.  

By about 1984, a number of counts in Arizona 
began regularly to be held in August.  

Through 1990, essentially all but these Arizona 
counts were held in June-July.  

More recently, we found that a growing number 
of compilers were setting dates in March, April, May, 
August, September and October.  These compilers 
believe that these dates outside of the June-July 
Count period have greater butterfly diversity in 
their area and/or have weather more suitable for 
some butterfliers.  However, the idea of the Count 
program was never to pick dates (or count circles) 
with highest diversity, but rather to monitor long term 
trends.  As a comparator, December is perhaps not 
the optimal time of year to conduct a bird census in 
Alaska but Alaskan bird counts in July would not be 
included in the Audubon Society’s Christmas Bird 
Count Program.

Here are some numbers showing the growth of 
the proportion of Fourth of July Butterfly Counts 
conducted outside of June-July.
In 1990, 2.5% of counts were held outside June-
July
In 1995, 3.5% of counts were held outside June-
July
In 2003, 8.6%; 
In 2004, 9.4%;
In 2005, 11.8%. 

Two problems arose from this accelerating trend.  

First, and most importantly, as the counts spread 
throughout the year it became more difficult to 
focus the public and the media upon a “Fourth of 

The NABA Butterfly Count Program is one of the 
many valuable services that NABA provides.  This 
program, begun in 1975 by the Xerces Society, was 
incorporated into NABA in 1993, by mutual agree-
ment of the Boards of Directors of Xerces Society 
and of NABA.  A major part of the reason why 
Xerces Society no longer wanted to run the 4th of 
July Count Program was that they could no longer 
afford the considerable drain on their financial and 
personnel resources that administering the Count and 
publishing the Count Report caused. In 1992, the 
year before the Butterfly Count Program was part of 
NABA, 192 Fourth of July Counts were conducted.  
NABA immediately made some changes in the 
administration of the Counts, including for the first 
time using English names for butterflies rather than 
only scientific names.  As a result of NABA activities, 
the Count Program has grown steadily and last year 
494 Counts were submitted to NABA.  

There are three main purposes of the NABA Butterfly 
Count Program.
1. The Program gathers data that scientists can use 
to learn about butterfly distributions, abundances, 
etc.  Recently, a growing number of scientists are 
using these data to make important discoveries.  For 
example, as yet unpublished research using only 
4th of July Count data, and funded by the National 
Science Foundation, now shows, for the first time, 
that over the past 33 years, butterfly numbers have 
significantly decreased.
2. The Counts promote socialization among 
butterfliers and help to create new butterfly enthu-
siasts.
3.  The Counts generate publicity for butterflying and 
butterflies, thus helping to move us in the direction of 
more conservation activities involving butterflies. 

Recently, the Board of Directors of NABA initi-
ated certain changes in the Count Program that  are 
designed to strengthen all three of these purposes.  
What are the changes?  

Name of Counts
Henceforth, the name 4th of July Count will be used 
only for Counts conducted in the United States in 
June-July; the name 1st of July Count will be used 

true that four individuals in one group will see and 
record more butterflies than will two individuals in 
one group. And this is true even if one or more of 
the individuals is a beginner, because even beginners 
have eyes.).  Thus more participants leads to more 
valuable data.  

Just as obviously, the more people that partici-
pate in a Count, the greater the contribution toward 
the socialization goal and the more newsworthy the 
Count is.

In order to encourage increased participation, 
we have established ground rules for the Seasonal 
Counts requiring a minimum of four adult field 
observers and six party-hours of counting.  If this 
new rule was applied retrospectively to the 2006 
counts, it would have affected 18 of the 494 counts.  
But, because counters in 2007 are aware of the rule 
change, we believe that most of these 18 counts 
will be able to encourage more participation in the 
count and field four adult observers.  We already 
have learned of counts where this will be the case. 
Counts that have less participation than this, while 
potentially providing valuable data, are probably best 
seen as akin to individual field trips.  When groups of 
less than four adult observers are counting butterflies 
outside the June-July period and are unable to enlist 
a fourth observer, we encourage these groups to 
continue their counts and to enter the data gathered 
into NABA’s Butterflies I’ve Seen Database (BIS). 
BIS already holds approximately 770,000 butterfly 
sightings records and will soon become an important 
resource for scientists.  
 
In sum, we anticipate that these changes will result 
in both an increase in the number of counts and thus 
in data gathered, while re-establishing the original 
focus of the counts.  We appreciate the efforts of the 
great number of people involved in the NABA But-
terfly Count Program – count participants, compilers, 
regional editors, NABA administrators and the Count 
Editor.  Thanks to you all.

 

NABA Butterfly Count Column 2 

TO ORDER THE COUNT REPORT
Price for the 2006 report (in stock) is $10 
(NABA members) or $15 (non-members).  
Price for the 2007 report (to be shipped in May, 
2008) is $6 (NABA members) or $10 (non-
members). Send your check or money order 
payable to NABA (in U.S. dollars) to: NABA 
Butterfly Count, 4 Delaware Road, Morristown, 
NJ  07960  USA. For more information, visit 
www.naba.org.

July” Count Program.  If this trend were to continue, 
we would be in danger of losing a valuable tool to 
encourage public and media awareness of butterflies.  
In the past, both Smithsonian Magazine and the New 
York Times Magazine, for example, have run major 
stories about the NABA 4th of July Butterfly Counts.  
In response to inevitable questions about dates, we 
explain that the counts are “centered” upon the 4th 
of July, and this is usually accepted by the reporter.  
But when the counts stretch from March to October, 
it is difficult to generate excitement about a Fourth 
of July Count.  

Second, as more and more counts are held later 
and later, the logistics of dealing with these counts 
becomes more difficult.  Although we state clearly 
in the Count materials that “DEADLINE for count 
submission to be received by NABA: September 5, 
2006” compilers still become frustrated when they 
submit counts long after this date and are told that 
their count will not appear in the 2006 Count Report 
but will be published in the 2007 Count Report as 
a late count.  

Changes in Allowed Counts per Count Circle
Until now, NABA has accepted only one count 
per year per count circle.  This rule has now been 
changed to allow multiple counts of the same count 
circle: one count prior to June-July, one count in 
June-July, and one count subsequent to June-July.  
We strongly believe that this substantive change will 
result in a sharply increased number of counts, thus 
leading to more data gathered and more socialization.  
We have already learned of additional counts that will 
be conducted because of this change.

Change in Minimum Participation in Counts Not 
Held in June-July
The more people that participate in any particular 
count, the more valuable is that count.  If NABA is 
going to publish Counts outside of the traditional 
June-July time period, we want to ensure that these 
counts are as valuable as they can be. Increased 
participation adds value to all three purposes of the 
Counts.  Obviously, the more eyes in the field, the 
more butterflies that are seen and counted (Some 
suggestions have been made that the important com-
ponent here is party-hours, not number of people.  
And, it is true that if four participants split into two 
groups [parties] this does lead to more coverage, 
and thus more data, than would be generated by 
four participants in one group.  However, it is also 
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